Bike Route from the Park to Historic Downtown
Mobile could be a bicyclist's paradise - if the city would just develop some bicycle lanes.
The RV Park is located on the highest point in the City of Mobile 226 feet above sea
level. As such, it's all downhill, all the way to city center, which is just 10 feet above sea
level. Below, we have chosen the route to take, keeping you away from heavy traffic,
keeping you (to the best we have been able) in safe residential neighborhoods, and
keeping you on wide roads with ample space to be passed - or with areas to "ditch" your
bike should that be necessary.
Once downtown, there are lots of turn of the 20th century neighborhoods to explore, lots
of restaurants and bars with tables on the sidewalk. You will find your day(s) in Mobile
a real pleasure. When the day is complete, make your way to the Route 4 outbound
bus line. Most all of Mobile's buses have bike carriers, and should they be full, traffic
load permitted, the driver will usually allow you to bring your bicycle on board with you at no additional fee. What could be better - bicycle downhill, and ride uphill.
As you leave the park,
R on Dover St (2 blocks)
R on Mississippi (1 block)
L on Overlook Rd (3/4 mile)(note your return bus stop 1 block on your left)
R on Forestdale Dr (3/4 mile)
L on Zeigler Blvd, becomes Spring Hill Ave (1 mile)
R on McGregor Ave. (3/4 mile)
L on Old Shell (5 miles)
Have a great day. Get in a bind? Ask any of Mobile's finest (police), or, any person
dressed in a purple shirt - they are Mobile's Help Crew. Or, call 311 (Mobile’s help line),
or City RV Parks.
City RV Parks
1619 Dover Street
Mobile, AL 36618
251-342-3383

